The current study affirms that fals were important currency in the Islamic monetary system. 
Introduction
Since its establishment, the Islamic state utilized the financial systems that dominated the pre-Islamic period. The Prophet (PBUH) approved the same currency. He also approved the transactions of weight and measure to control the management of people's lives in this early period. Among such weight units, the legal units were introduced, e.g. dirham alkayl and its parts of the kernel, carat…etc 1, 2. Hence, legal transactions, e.g. the quorum of almsgiving, dowry, blood coins …etc. were defined. Dinar and dirham continued in the Islamic state. In the beginning, attempts were made to control weight and value to correspond with the principles of Islam calling for equality and keeping people's rights. Then, Arabization was introduced, when coins completely took the Islamic style. It is noted that the same was applied to the coins that were used to support the dirham and dinar. Their rates of exchange still the same from their invention at the time of the emperor Enstasious I in 498 A.D. who minted a number of Copper coins, each of which equaled 40 Nummus, known as Fals. They were categorized into various groups, i.e. twenty, ten, and five nummi (a) 3. In the beginning, is noted that the Islamic state was interested in setting the correct financial rules that correct the exchange and using the main currencies, i.e. dirham and dinar, because Fals was used in degrading issues as mentioned by some scholars 4. That is, they still the same as they were measured to dinar that equaled 72 nummi. The same case was also applied to fals that equaled a set of nummi. On each type, a Latin letter was inscribed indicating its value. Arab used the same coins the same way. Fals also underwent the same Ara-bization steps until the pure Islamic style was applied. In the reign of "Abdulmalek ibn Marwan", financial reform continued when the Byzantine effects were completely eradicated that were replaced with Islamic writings. Its oldest type dated back to 87 A.H. / 705 A.D. Financial reform of Fals was issued in more than 66 cities in the Islamic world, suggesting the attention people gave to them. They were issued in many cities to fulfill people's needs. The Caliphs allowed the governors of territories and states to issue Fals and define their values and inscriptions independently. They followed decentralization of minting Fals, unlike dirham and dinar that were greatly controlled in the central minting centers regarding weight, measure, and inscriptions. In other words, Fals's circulation, value, and relation to the main currencies, i.e. dirham and dinar, varied from one territory to another. They were also related to other factors such as the available amount of gold, silver, and copper and the internal and external commercial and economic activity. The lack of a certain rule for Fals was primarily because they were local. That is, they were often limited to local transaction in cities and territories and they were not common outside. On the contrary, dinar and dirham were international currencies; they were used among countries 5, 6. Fals was made of copper or bronze. They differ from gold or silver regarding the economic value and nature. They are affected by environmental circumstances and are more vulnerable to corrosion. In addition, Copper mines are not available in all territories. Therefore, the areas that have more mines can be minted in a more regular way. Because the cost of transportation from the places of raw materials may be higher than the desired value, the size of Fals may differ. Accordingly, their texts vary because of the narrow space available. However, those in charge of the states and political appeals sometimes overlooked this issue to make use of Fals for their strong effect. They utilized them to reach all people, especially the poor to disseminate their ideas and cases, facilitate daily transactions, and not to break the main currency. Their values varied according to the city they were minted as they were subsidy to dinar and dirham even if the main currency were used by weight or number. Dealing with Fals was always related to number because there was not a defined weight by the state as zakat was not imposed by them. Their exchange rate was estimated to dirham as it was the closest in economic value. Because there were various minting institutions and they were used locally but with no generally defined weight, most authors argued that there was not a defined exchange rate for dirham. However, this might not be accurate. This issue can be reconsidered via the form of Fals that were minted since the beginning of their Arabicization till the end of the Umayyad period in the states of the Islamic Orient. It investigated various types with their defined exchange rate for dirham in different parts of the Umayyed state to be obligatory and to hinder exploitation when exchange rates varied that might cause the decline of the economic conditions. Such Fals were investigated to prove that they were not used without definition by the state that the interest in them was sometimes greater than that paid to dirham and dinar. The stability of their exchange rate greatly indicated the stability of the internal economic conditions which in turn affected the state. Without the lack of internal economic stability, the state lost its economic or political status in general.
Cases Studies
Through our different studies it could be claimed that the fals types under the study were chronologically classified, but those with no date were classified according to their inscriptions, as follows: 
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He also reported that it poured out in the Euphrates. The Greeks knew it with (Bilecha), with a spring known as Elthahbania to the north of Heran. This location was reported by other resources but as Eldahmania and Elthahbana. Elmostawfy wrote it in (Persian) as heshma dahana (i.e. the spring of Dahana). It moved towards the north, then poured out in the Euphrates. It watered great cities. For example, near its head was Heran (Carrhae) and Elraha (in Greek Callirhoe). To the south of Heran near Baliekh, there was Bajada Village on the way to Ras Elaen where there were gardens. It was not far from "Maslama" fort. There was a well that "Maslama" repaired.
Baliekh river poured out in it and it was enough for the whole year 11. 12. Besides its native people, well-known Arab tribes lived (i.e., Bakr, Modar, and Rabeaa). There were also important cities and areas, including Elreqa, Heran, Elraha, Ras Elaen, and Maslama fort. Because of the expansion of this area and its political events, controlling the exchange rate of fals as the internal currency required following-up and documentation. Therefore, those in charge of the issue wanted to install their exchange rate for dirham to be obligatory. Baliekh was inscribed to inform that it was a compulsory type for all areas that the river passed through. b) The phrase of defining the exchange rate in the borders (Thulth maiaa wa seteen bi-dirham "360 fals = 1 dirham). If compared to the exchange rate in the states of the Islamic Orient during the reign of Quotaiba (120 fals = 1 dirham) and (60 fals = 1 dirham), it was too high; it was thrice as much as the exchange rate of Quotaiba's reign and six times as much as the exchange rate registered later and dominated most of the Islamic states. Furthermore, if compared to the weight of dirham (60 kernels), it equaled one sixth of a kernel (1 kernel= 6 fals). It should be noted that fals had a certain nature that they varied from an area to another. In some cases, they might be prohibited to use in another province. On the contrary, dinar and dirham were official currencies. They were allowed to be used across the states. Sometimes, they were used outside the state. Consequently, each province had its own fals. They might agree on the insc-ribed texts at times. Mostly, they varied in size, form, and exchange rate for the dirham. This could be attributed to the un/availability of copper that was used to mint the fals. In other words, in areas where copper was available, it was easy to largely mint fals. Hence, more fals were used for the dirham. Unlike the areas where it was not abundant, so they were only used when necessary because tran-sportation and minting might be costlier than the economic value of fals. In addition, there were other factors that affected minting from one territory to another. Accordingly, the high number of fals for the dirham, in the type under study (360 fals = 1 dirham), might be interpreted, as follows: * The abundance of copper in Mesopotamia, but it should be considered that each city there had the right to mint its own fals. Thus, there was an inflation of the fals used; each dirham equaled 360 fals. The ruler endeavored to control tr-ansactions by minting this type and inscribed Baliekh river to be binding to all areas where the river passed through, especially in defining the exchange rate for the dirham (360 fals = 1 dirham). Th-erefore, Baliekh was inscribed in two positions; the center of the obverse to draw the attention of people and the borders of the reverse. * It is well-known that any imbalance of the economic system of states directly affected the value and rate of exchange of the currency. This, in turn, affects all the financial transactions. Therefore, the competent authority shall control the issue and set strict rules for the financial transactions in order to leave no room for unrest and spoilers. Such rules might be exaggerated in some areas according to their nature and size of economic depression. Actually, they were imposed by the circumstances. At that time, Iraq and Mesopotamia were ruled by one of the severest rules, i.e. The inscriptions of this type clearly expressed the political and economic conditions of the states of the Islamic Orient of the time, as follows: 2.3.1. Inscriptions of the obverse They were on three lines, surrounded by a frame of (eroded) adjacent granule (sittin bi-di/ rham bi-kull shay/ ja'iza). It is a significant text that defined the rate of exchange for the dirham (60 fals = 1 dirham). Here, there was a clear relation between the dirham regarding weight (60 kernels) and the equivalent amount of Fals (60 fals) (1kernel: 1 fals). This affirms what has been previously stated that defining the rate of exchange for the dirham followed certain rules, the most significant of which was linking the number of fals' exchange to the dirham allowed for everything (Bi-kull shay ja'iza) phrase indicated using this defined set for the dirham in all transactions, indicating the juristic opinion about it. The author thought that this number was the official exchange rate for the dirham at the time. Later, it was inscribed on many types of fals and was used as a measure of exchange across the state in the Umayyed and Abbasid periods. It was the first type on which the rate sittin bi-dirham (60 fals for a dirham) was inscribed. On the 2 nd and 3 rd lines (bi-kull shay/ ja'iza) was inscribed. Shay ( ϱΎѧη) was in the Ottoman calligraphy that mostly dominated in the period (d) 16. This is considered a phonetic reading, where the long middle fatha is written (alef). It was found in the calligraphy of the copy of the Holy Qur'an and Arab papyri [16. The phrase (sittin bidi/ rham bi-kull shay/ ja'iza) indicated that the exchange of fals was (60 fals for 1 dirham). It was used for all items with equivalent value to prevent any fraud in other transactions. Hence, the rate of exchange was compulsory for all areas that were subordinate to Gergan. The phrase (bi-kull shay ja'iza) was inscribed after a formal legal opinion to be used in all issues that were limited to dinar and dirham, especially those related to religion, e.g. blood coins and dowry (e) . In addition, the exchange rate of fals for the dirham was related as each fals equaled a kernel of the sixty in the dirham. It is noted that this phrase was not inscribed but on the fals with defined exchange rate (sittin bi-di rham), indicating the approval of scholars to use this number for the dirham (1 dirham (60 kernels) = 60 fals). It was also officially approved.
Inscriptions of the reverse
They were on four lines surrounded by an eroded frame of adjacent granule (bisme-allah/ darb Gerga/n sanat saba/ wa meaa). It began with bisme-allah (In the name of Allah), followed by the place of minting (Gergan) and the date sanat saba/ wa meaa (107 A.H. A.D. He also worked on reforming the economy and did his best 8. Therefore, the various forms of Islamic numismatics were minted including fals. He also inscribed the official exchange rate on some types to bind users and stop their manipulation. One of those types was the type under study that was minted in Gergan. This fals was the first type that was found by the study with the exchange rate (sittin bi-di rham), ensuring that it should be used in all transactions (bi-kull shay ja'iza) to stop fraud in some transactions rather than others. In addition, the place and time of minting were inscrib-ed on the reverse.
Thus, people could differentiate what were minted in Gergan before and after Asad ibn Abdallah to identify his accomplishments and to be informed to abide by the defined exch-ange rate.
4 th case
To continue controlling the exchange rate in the states of the Islamic Orient in the Umayyed period, the ruler of Khurasan "Eljoned ibn Abdulrahman 2.4.1. Inscriptions of the obverse They were on four lines in the middle, surrounded by an eroded frame of two borders of small adjacent granule and separated by a dotted border. They were (bisme-allah doreb/ haza alfals biMarw sanat/ ethnaty ashar wa-maa/ sittin bi-dirham). On the first line, bisme-allah (In the name of Allah) and doreb (minted) was inscribed. It was followed by the type of the currency (fals), the place (Marw) which was a well-known city and the capital of Khurasan at the time, and sanat (year). On the third line, the date (112 A.H.) was inscribed, while on the fourth the defined exchange rate was inscribed sittin bi-dirham (60 fals for a dirham) .
Inscriptions of the reverse
They were on four lines in a center surrounded by a three-dots decoration. It was framed by two borders of small adjacent granule, separated by an eroded dotted border with overlapping circles. They were (bisme-allah haza ma/ amar behee alameer Eljoned/ ibn Abdulrahman/ ja'iza bi-kull shay). They began with bismeallah (In the name of Allah) and haza ma (this is what) on the first line as an introduction of what shall be mentioned later.
On the second line, amar behee alameer Eljoned (Prince Eljoned ordered), affirming that he was the ruler and commander of the area ordered to fals and control of this type's exchange. On the third line, the name ibn Abdulrahman was completed to affirm the name who was appointed a ruler by the Caliph "Hesham ibn Abdulmalek" after the discharge of "Ashras ibn Abdullah Elsalamy" in 111 A.H./ 729 A.D. At that time, the war continued among the Muslims, Turks, and Saghd 8. Therefore, the economic conditions in Khurasan were unstable. From the first days, he endeavored to regain control and fight dissidents and attackers from the Turks and other nations. He fought the Turks in Samarkand. After gaining victory, he stayed for a year and fought them in Bukhara 8. He endeavored to control the internal affairs to ensure unity. He began by controlling the economy by defining the exchange rate of all fals to prevent fraud (60 fals for 1 dirham). Thus, a type was minted in 112 A.H. to be a compulsory one. On the fourth line, ja'iza bi-kull shay (allowed for everything) was inscribed. It is noted that it was inscribed in a parallel position to sittin bi-dirham on the obverse. They were complementary in meaning. They indicated that (1 dirham is exchanged for 60 fals) and that they were allowed in every daily transaction. Consequently, they could not be exploited in certain transactions rather than others.
5 th case
In 117 
Inscriptions of the obverse
They were central in a frame of two overlapping circles separated by a border including a set of overlapping circles, one of which was clear and the others were eroded. They were on three lines, as follows: (bisme-allah/doreb bil-Mubaraka / sittin bi-dirham). They began on the first line with bisme-allah (In the name of Allah). On the second line, the city of minting was inscribed doreb bil-Mubaraka (minted in al-Mubaraka) that was used for Balkh. At that time, Khurasan was torn by unrests. that was used at the time when he constructed it in 107 A.H. as a memorial and bringing good news of security and welfare. On the third line, sittin bi-dirham (sixty for a dirham) was inscribed to define the official rate of exchange for the dirham, in an attempt to reform the economic conditions.
Inscriptions of the reverse
They were in a center and a border. The center was in a circle, where a horseman on the back of a horse moving to the right was inscribed. According to Schindel 9, it was an inscription of a lion moving to the right. By accurately extracting the inscription and reviewing another model of this type 17, it was found to be an inscription of a horse ridden by a horseman. It is noted that there was a large space between the horseman's position and the neck of the horse, indicating that there was something before him. In addition, moving to the right arose a question. Two interpretations could be suggested according to the sequence of historical events. First, the scene might represent the prince "Asad ibn Abdallah" who re-occupied Balkh and got rid of its ruler; a symbol of knighthood and heroism.
Second, the inscription might be of a postman who brought good news to the ruler of Iraq and the Caliph of controlling Balkh and the surrounding areas. This interpreted the space between the horseman's position and the neck of the horse representing a container where messages were kept. Additionally, the tail of the horse was almost cut. It was the shape of the tail used for the post. The inscriptions of the border were between two circles where the space between them was divided by three dots into five parts (doreb/ sanat/ sab ashr/ wa-maa) (minted in 117). Rust deteriorated two parts (doreb and wa-maa).
6 th case
The sixth type of fals was minted in the Umayyed period but with no date or place. It was proved to be minted in that era by comparing its calligraphy with other types that dated back to the same era. In addition, the method of inscription was largely similar. On the samples, under study, their rate of exchange for the dirham was inscribed. That is, those in charge of minting such types did not inscribe the city of minting in order to be used in the various cities and provinces to fix the fals' rate of exchange for the dirham to stop fraud. It was an attempt to educate people of the fals' rate of exchange in order not to be exploited. The date of minting was not also inscribed to be easily used in all historical periods and not to be associated with the reign of a prince or ruler. Hence, it was a documentary proof to be used anytime and anywhere. Some of these types are displayed, as follows: 2.6.1. Inscriptions of the obverse They were centrally inscribed in a frame of adjacent granule. They were on four lines, as follows (la 'illah 'illa a/lllah nem alqa/ der alllah w/sittin bi-dirham). On the first line and the first part of the second, the shahadah (la 'illah 'illa alllah) was inscribed (the declaration that one bears witness that there is no deity except Allah) was inscribed. On the second and the beginning of the third lines, nem alqa/ der alllah (Allah is All-Capable) was inscribed, indicating a desire of the person in charge to refer to the great capability of Allah. It also indicated some unrest in the place and time of minting and that the ruler wanted to reassure Allah's capability to accomplish right and destiny on the apostates. The first part of the shahadah was on the obverse and (muhammad rsul alllah) was on the reverse. On the fourth line, a letter and the exchange rate w sittin bi-dirham (and sixty for a dirham) were inscribed to fix it. 2.6.4. Inscriptions of the reverse They were central in a circular frame of two lines (jayiz lah/ bikull shay') (allowed for everything). It affirmed the text on the obverse to define the exchange rate and that it was allowed for every equivalent item. It was not rejected in transactions because it was an official subsidiary currency with a fixed exchange rate.
3) The third type of these fals is shown in fig. (6-c) 2.6.5. Inscriptions of the obverse They were in a circular frame on two lines (sittin/ bi-dirham). It is similar to the previous type in inscribing the exchange rate on the whole obverse. 2.6.6. Inscriptions of the reverse They were central in a circular frame on one line (jayiz) to indicate that it was allowed in all transactions and should be dealt with because it was officially minted. It is noted that the phrases were accurately inscribed. Only the official exchange rate was inscribed (sittin bidirham) (sixty for a dirham). On the reverse, jayiz was inscribed to affirm the media role of fals and the vital role in controlling the market of exchange at the time. Additionally, its general shape affirmed that those in charge of the internal market minted this fals as a document so that people remember the official exchange rate. It was a strong proof that benefited in the financial transactions. No other texts were inscribed because controlling the exchange rate was the key issue to mint this type. Furthermore, the place and time were not minted to prove that it might be used in many cities and provinces without being limited to a time.
Results
It could be concluded that the exchange rate of the fals that dated back to the Umayyed period was officially defined and fixed. In addition, the internal economic state was continually supervised by minting types of fals with a fixed exchange rate for the dirham from time to time, especially in periods of unrest and chaos. Hence, the first step of economic reform was fixing the exchange rate. Fals were significant as a subsidiary currency and a fast media. They were also used as an official document to be used in need to ask for their rights. Consequently, the following results were concluded: 1) The economy of the Islamic state was well supervised. Rulers and leaders were interested in controlling the exchange rate and market. They were also greatly interested in the citizens. Such interest was clear in controlling the fals' exchange rate although they were subsidiary with low economic value. From time to time, they minted various types with a fixed exchange rate.
2) The official exch-ange rate in the Umayyed period was (sixty fals for a dirham). They did not approve any exaggeration was not officially approved. However, it was justified sometimes and was related to the official number defined in most provinces. 3) Probably, the fals' exchange rate was not randomly defined.
By comparing the numbers inscribed on the fals, under the study, it was noted that they were related to the official dirham. That is a dirham equaled 60 kernels and the exchange rate of the fals under the study was (120, 360, 60) (2: 6: 1). While in the first time, it was 2 fals for a kernel of silver, it was 6 fals in the second and 1 in the last. Accordingly, the number of fals for a certain weight of dirham was fixed. If there were difference, they were attributed to the economic state and supply and demand.
4)
It corrected what was mentioned by specialists regarding the exchange rate of fals for the dirham. For example, "Shama" mentioned that fals' exchange rate greatly varied. They were 48, 32, or 24 for a dirham 22. However, if they varied sometimes, this was not the rule. Some pieces of evidence from the Umayyed period showed the interest of the state in defining an exchange rate that was inscribed on some types. 5) It corrected the readings of fals types published by Zeno website under no. 47583 that was registered to be minted in Balkh in 93 A.H. and published by Schindel. The accurate extraction showed that it was minted in Baliekh in 97. 6) It documented inscrib-ing a whole area on coins (Baliekh) for the first time, to the author's knowledge. 7) It corrected the description of Schindel 9 of a type that was also public-shed in Morton & Eden auction. It was described to be of a lion moving to the right, but it was found to be of a horse ridden by a horseman. 
Conclusion

